Dear Readers,

Due to the ANPEd Meeting event in October 2008, we have decided to launch one more special issue of ETD - Digital Thematic Education in this important area, focusing on the theme: "School, curriculum and culture: narratives, objects and images in “DOSSIER” section.

The editorial committee of ETD has made an invitation to Prof. Dr. Antonio Carlos Rodrigues Amorim of the State University of Campinas’ Education Faculty, to address the issue above, while expanding the scope of the journal, with interdisciplinary studies of external researchers, that could bring the same focus of the Research Group of this researcher.

The invitation was accepted and the result is an ETD issue made up of a variety of works, which will enable our readers to navigate among articles, communications and unpublished essays, with formats different from the usual. Most of them contain images related to the audiovisual field, within the lines proposed by the educational context.

In this edition, the Dossier section emphasizes the translation of Ivor Goodson article, which translation was only possible due to intervention of the academic publisher, Prof. Regina Maria de Souza, together with the organizer of this volume.

In the presentation you will have the pleasure to observe, through the speech of Prof. Dr. Antonio Carlos Amorim Rodrigues, a report since the beginning: from the organization of this issue until the presentation of the researchers. Thus, we conclude this special issue with excellent works, which certainly will contribute to the academic research related to the central theme: "School, curriculum and culture: narratives, objects and images."

Thus, it is worth emphasizing that, from this issue on, ETD - Digital Thematic Education, and the other journals of the Education Faculty will be managed in a single portal of Digital Journals of the UNICAMP Education Faculty, and also, providing the updating of SEER version - Electronic Journals Publishing System of IBICT - Brazilian Institute of Scientific and Technological Information.

Good reading!
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